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Be a ‘Friend’ of Hillside...
If you would like to become a
Hillside Friend, we suggest a
minimum of £10 yearly for
annual Friendship (you will be offered
the chance to renew each year) or
£100 for Life Friendship. Whatever
you choose to do, you may also
request a plaque, as shown, to be
included with your Friendship
Certificate.

Wendy

I would like to become an Annual Friend (min £10)...

I enclose cheque/PO for £.............

I would like to become a Life Friend (min £100)...

or debit my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro No...

Please send me a ‘Friend of Hillside’ Plaque...

Name
...........................................................
Name...........................................................
Address
.......................................................
Address.......................................................
......................................................................
..............................
Postcode
.......................
..............................Postcode
Postcode.......................

Please Tick
Valid From ....../......

Expiry date......../........

Last 3 digits on reverse

OR become a ‘Friend’ by Standing Order and enclose the form on Page 42

My 'Sanctuary Number' is 5
If you are a new supporter please write ‘NEW’ in boxes

Helping Animals in Need Since 1995...

1995-2021
Dear Friend,
In 1995, I founded Hillside to fulfil a vision... I wanted to make the
general public aware of the immense animal suffering that goes on behind
the closed doors of the intensive factory farming industry. Over the years,
through our Farm Animal Investigations, we have exposed much of the grim
reality of pain and suffering endured by the unfortunate animals imprisoned
in the factory farming system. Twenty-five years on, there has been a
massive turnaround in thinking. People are much more aware of animal
welfare and environmental issues caused by the food they put on their
plates and I would like to think that we have played a part in this.

Patron: Martin Shaw

In the early days, I intended Hillside to be mainly a campaigning
organisation, taking in some animals as they came our way. But as time
went on and with so many animals needing urgent help, it was hard to
refuse them sanctuary. As you will know we now have over 4000 rescued
animals in our care so our campaigning and rescue work goes on side by
side, making Hillside one of the largest animal sanctuaries in the country.
We are often complimented on our good work and, while it is true that
everyone here is totally dedicated to helping the animals, we can only
accomplish this through the kindness and compassion of our supporters. I
consider Hillside very much a caring partnership between those who work
here at the Sanctuary and our supporters who give what they can in so many
ways to help animals in need. Between us, over the last quarter century, we
have achieved so much.
Thank you for caring,

Home to over 4000 rescued animals...
...while campaigning on behalf of others
in need, particularly the millions who
suffer every day in the intensive
factory farming industry.

Hillside Animal Sanctuary
Hill Top Farm
Hall Lane Frettenham
Norwich NR12 7LT

Hillside Shire Horse Sanctuary
Sandy Lane West Runton

( 01603 736200
www.hillside.org.uk
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1995

In the Beginning...
An Early Rescue

100 Rescued
Animals...

In our first ever Newsletter
we introduced Jane and her
calf Rudolf who were
rescued in an emaciated
condition and covered in
sores. Their
former owners had been
prosecuted for cruelty to
horses but nobody had
bothered about the cows.
They went on to live a
happy life together at
Hillside.

A Hillside Advert...
In May 1995 Hillside placed an advert in the national press highlighting the inhumane
treatment of cows in the dairy industry. The Advertising Standards Agency (ASA)
stepped in after farmers complained about our advert. However, after further
investigation we were pleased with their damning indictment:

‘We understand that the statements are true of most dairy herds and that dairy farmers
who rear their animals as humanely as possible seem to be in the minority. As the
claims are factually accurate, Council consider the advertisement acceptable.’
Our first newsletter

1996
The Lovely Tinkerbell...
We were saddened when Tinkerbell, a cow we had rescued
from the dairy industry when she was due to be slaughtered
for meat, was diagnosed by three independent vets as having
B.S.E. - ‘mad cow disease’. Had we not saved her, she would
have been eaten by the public while incubating this terrible
disease. It was heart-rending to see the distress caused to
Tinkerbell by this condition, which came on very quickly.
She was humanely and peacefully put to sleep. Tinkerbell
was a beautiful and gentle creature and was greatly missed
by all who knew her, especially Pixie, whom she had
mothered as a week old calf after he was heartlessly taken
away from his real mother while she was in the dairy
industry. Her milk was then taken for humans to drink
instead of nourishing Pixie. Dear Pixie went on to enjoy
life in the Sanctuary until he was sixteen years old.

Gerald the Goat...

Below left, Gerald on arrival and, right, looking much better after lots of TLC at Hillside...

was brought to Hillside in an emaciated condition.
He had been left tethered without food or water and
so was badly dehydrated and had sores on his neck.
Gerald was also suffering from a skin disorder,
gastroenteritis, worms, lice and had maggots living on
faeces stuck to his hind quarters! Thankfully his owner
was prosecuted for neglecting him and causing him so
much suffering.
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1997

Ex-racehorse, La Vizelle in the company of friends

...
20 0 Re sc ue d an im als

La Vizelle...
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La Vizelle with Midnig
ht soo
after they were rescue n
d

Having names such as Queen of
Erin, Distinctly Northern and Mill Reef in her parentage didn’t help
La Vizelle when she was found to be just seconds too slow on the race
track. She was cruelly dumped into a horse market at just two years old
and, like thousands of others, would certainly have been consigned to
the slaughterhouse had Hillside not stepped in to save her and another
failed racehorse we called Midnight. In 1997 La Vizelle became one of
the animals supporters can ‘adopt’ to receive twice-yearly letters and
photos about her life at the Sanctuary, which helps raise funds to feed
and care for La Vizelle and all the other rescued animals at the Sanctuary. stomach) and swollen legs. Reports told how the mothers-to-be are
kept permanently thirsty, their water intake restricted so the urine
Heartless Shame of Hormone Replacement Therapy... produced is more concentrated.
We had already campaigned to make women and doctors aware of
The main company producing PMU, which is marketed under the
the suffering caused to horses in order to produce certain HRT drugs
trade names Premarin and Prempro, is now Pfizer.
prescribed to ‘menopausal’ women. The oestrogen in the drugs is
We wanted to find out what happens to the foals. The drug company
obtained from pregnant mares’ urine (PMU). At least 45,000 mares
claimed they were sold to ‘good homes for riding’ but reports showed this
are put in foal every year just
to be untrue. There is no market in any country for so many foals, except
to produce urine. We exposed
of course, for the horse meat trade. At one time many foals were killed at
how the mares are tethered in
birth, like calves in the milk industry, but to placate angry animal lovers, and
tiny stalls for six months of the
keep profits soaring, foals were left with their mothers for longer.
year, unable to walk backwards
We travelled to Canada to investigate and attended four foal sales. At
or forwards or even lie down.
each, around 3500 young foals and discarded PMU mares were crammed
This causes psychological
into pens. They stood in the heat for several hours, most without water.
frustration and all sorts of
Foals were trying to suckle milk from each other. The numbers were so
physical problems, such as
great that they were sold in lots of six at a time and by the pound weight!
Foals were sold by the pound weight
oedemas (swelling of the
All, except a handful, were bought by meat dealers. We rescued four foals.

Ben, now 19 below right, with friends, still enjoying life at the Sanctuary in 2015

1998

Alice Comes to Hillside

300 Rescued
Animals...

When gentle Alice the camel was put up
for auction we were very pleased when a
kind supporter paid for her to come to
Hillside, saving her from a life in the circus!
Alice found an inseparable friend in Topsy,
a camel rescued from Chipperfield’s
circus who were prosecuted for cruelly
mistreating their animals.

Ben the Bullock...
Having rescued three cows, Olga, Jersey and Black
Bess, from a Sunderland city farm that was forced to
close, concern grew among Hillside staff who could
see that Bess was not content as she would wander
around her field as if looking for somebody.

Above, Bess, reunited
with

her

We contacted the now-closed city farm and
calf ,Ben, at Hillside in
1998.
discovered that Bess had a calf who had been
taken away from her and sold to a farmer. Happily we were able to bring her calf, called
Ben, to Hillside to be reunited with his mother.
It was such a happy ending to see the bond restored between mother and her calf, but it is a
bond the farming industry routinely breaks to provide people with milk. Today, Ben is now an
elderly bullock, but still lives happily at the Sanctuary.
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Hillside Farm Animal
Investigations Begin...

1999
.
700 Rescued Animals..

Actor Martin Shaw
becomes Hillside’s Patron...
When Martin Shaw and his wife Vicky
arrived at the Sanctuary with Eric and
Ernie, two beautiful ducks they had rescued
from a local intensive duck farm, we were only too pleased to help by offering
them a home. Martin was so impressed by Hillside he offered to become our Patron
and we are very grateful that he has remained so ever since, supporting our work.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

William the Shire Horse Joins our Adoption Scheme
William arrived at the Sanctuary in August
1999 at just fifteen months old. He had been
rejected by his previous owner because his
conformation (the way he moves) was not
quite ‘perfect.’ This didn’t matter to him as he
could still run and play, and it didn’t matter to
to us either. We were pleased to give him a
home where he soon joined our adoption
scheme.
88

One of our first Farm Animal Investigations
exposed the terrible conditions inside a
Norfolk battery egg farm. We found hens
perched on the dead bodies of their
companions as eggs piled up behind the
lifeless, decaying birds.
We went on to show just how many of the
UK’s farms were in a similar, appalling
condition, and that the authorities would
often conceal this malpractice up by trying
to hide the truth from a public that was
becoming increasingly concerned about
animal welfare.
The farm owner, who was no less than the
regions’ top NFU egg representative,
callously stated, ‘I have shown a lot of
people around my farm and they say they
can’t see what all the fuss is about’.
8

Illegal Slaughter...

2000
The Tamworth Five...
We immediately offered to help
when we heard that nine cattle
had escaped from a Staffordshire
farm and had been roaming the
woods near Tamworth for
several months.
Despite our offer, four of the
animals were callously shot,
strengthening our resolve to help
the remaining cows.

Above, the Tamworth Five finally arrive at Hillside...

Soon, regional TV and radio heard of our attempts to save the cows and, following their involvement and the
help of two caring local people who spent considerable time winning the cows’ confidence, we were able to
bring them back to Hillside to spend the rest of their days together in the safety of the Sanctuary.

Freedom Food...
When a farm that was brought to our attention turned out to be
RSPCA Freedom Food accredited, we were so confident the hens
would be in good condition, we almost didn’t bother going in. It’s
a good job we did! Our investigators found hens so badly featherpecked, some had only 15% of their feathers left. We also found
dead and decaying hens left to rot for at least two weeks.
Unfortunately this was the first of very many Freedom Food farms
we have found over the years with similar, appalling conditions.

We weren’t prepared for the
horrific scenes of animal carnage
that we faced when we found Mark
Gathercole’s illegal slaughterhouse.
Blood smeared knives, choppers
and an electric saw lay next to
severed sheeps’ limbs and heads
and pits full of blood.
After gaining sufficient video
evidence, Hillside alerted the
RSPCA who, with the Police,
raided the premises. During the
court case it was described how
Gathercole slaughtered the sheep
in full view of each other, some
being so close they were
splattered in blood before being
despatched themselves.
We were relieved that our
evidence resulted in a successful
prosecution of Gathercole, who
pleaded guilty to 20 charges of
cruelty and causing unnecessary
harm. He was sentenced to three
months in prison and banned from
keeping goats and sheep for life.
Since 2000, we have exposed
THREE further cases of this
barbaric and, sadly,
commonplace trade in
animal suffering where the
perpetrators were found
guilty and sent to prison.
99

2001

Hillside Reported Foot and Mouth Farm
TWO MONTHS BEFORE Disease was Detected...

For us, the worst thing about the whole Foot and Mouth disaster
was the fact that Burnside Farm (where the origins of the outbreak
were traced) was the subject of a Hillside Farm Animal Investigation
just weeks before. We had received reports of rotting carcasses
amongst live pigs, piglets being eaten alive by other pigs and sickly
looking pigs indicating the possibility of disease being present.

premises. Instead, we reported our concerns to the appropriate
authorities, expecting them to investigate.

The farm was inspected by Trading Standards and MAFF (now
DEFRA) but they claimed they could find no prosecutable offences.
During a further annual inspection, again nothing was done to
improve conditions on the farm. Only two months later, Burnside
Our background research on the Waugh brothers, who ran the
Farm was identified as the origin of the Foot and Mouth outbreak,
farm, revealed that they had previously been evicted from a pig farm after meat was traced from Cheale Meats, where the disease was
by a local council and picture evidence of their old farm revealed
first found in February 2001, back to Burnside Farm.
pigs living in absolute squalor.
As we watched events unfold, we were horrified that the farm,
When we arrived at the farm we could see possibly contaminated
reported by Hillside, and twice inspected, was allowed to remain free
swill which was being fed to the pigs. We later discovered that this to transport Foot and Mouth diseased animals to slaughterhouses.
swill had come from a number of Sunderland schools. After
Waugh was later prosecuted for failing to alert the authorities about
carefully considering the situation, we decided not to enter the
the disease but not for keeping his pigs suffering in squalor.
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2002

Hillside Reveals
UK’s Worst Restaurant...

We teamed up with the BBC to help make the programme
‘UK’s Worst Restaurants’. We randomly approached Indian and English
restaurants and easily found three restaurateurs willing to buy chicken and
lamb from our investigator who was posing as an unscrupulous seller. He told
the greedy owners that he killed the animals himself! Even after receiving the
‘UK’s Worst Restaurant’ trophy from Nick Knowles, takeaway owner, Mr Galal,
was still trying to contact our ‘supplier’ for cheap meat even though the BBC
had told him uninspected meat ‘wasn’t safe’! Mr Galal’s reckless behaviour was
described by a food safety consultant as ‘very worrying’. All the meat was of
course legally sourced by the BBC from Smithfield Market.

Exposing the Myths of
Welfare Standards...
In 2000, we had investigated Grampian Country Chickens. This ‘Freedom Food’
accredited farm was the nation’s largest chicken producer and had claimed to
be ‘absolutely committed to the highest standards of bird welfare’. We found
they were rearing birds for Tesco, Sainsbury’s and ASDA in absolute squalor.
As the big supermarkets had all claimed to be ‘shocked’ by our findings and had
said they would launch an ‘immediate investigation’ we decided to have another
look in 2002, to see if conditions for the birds had improved. Unfortunately we
found that nothing had changed at all! Our evidence, which was featured in
the Sunday Mirror and Sunday People, showed piles of stinking, maggot-infested
carcasses outside. Inside, we filmed 22,000 chickens crammed into a dismal,
dimly-lit shed where injured and distressed birds, many crippled with deformed
legs, were forced to use their wings to drag themselves to food and water.
TESCO had been so proud of this farm, run by Mr Pardon, that they featured
him on posters and put them up in stores around the country!

What they want you to believe...
The myth and the reality of life
and death for farm animals
behind the closed doors of the
factory farming system.
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2003

Giving water to the suffering and dying... being in the
presence of these helpless birds, always brings home
to me the grim reality of the plight of millions of
others in Britain’s heartless farming industry.

The Christmas Turkey...
In September 2003, we investigated conditions at a farm belonging to turkey producer
Cherryridge Poultry, who were also part of the RSPCA’s Freedom Food scheme. We
had visited three years earlier to find appalling conditions and were shocked to find
that things had deteriorated even further. Not only were many birds lingering around
for days with horrific head and body injuries from severe head-pecking, in some units
the turkeys were also contending with a serious infestation of flies. We soon found
the cause of that - pits full of dead turkeys left to rot in a heaving sea of maggots!
I tried to alleviate some of the turkeys’ suffering by offering them water, but many
were already dying as their injuries had prevented them from getting to the food and
drinkers. Other birds were dragging themselves around on painful, swollen and often
deformed joints. Those who were not so badly affected still had to endure the dirty,
stinking conditions, unavoidably breathing in the stifling stench of ammonia.
At this point we did not know who to contact. DEFRA had simply denied there was a
problem when previous offending sites had been reported to them. Trading Standards
and the RSPCA had always had a similar attitude. In the case of the Cherryridge
turkeys, we contacted TESCO, whose shelves these turkeys were destined to fill,
asking if they would like to accompany us and see the true conditions under which
they were purchasing their produce. They declined...
Finally, in conjunction with the BBC’s ‘Food Police’, we submitted our evidence to
Trading Standards who then went on, again, to simply cover up the atrocities there.
Below, the appalling conditions we found at Cherryridge Poultry.

(Above) Wendy with rescued turkeys Rosie and
(Below) Giving water to a desperately ill bird

Paco

enduring the conditions at Cherryridge Poultry.

2004

Boss Hog...

This is the tale of one little pig - Boss Hog. Less than 24 hours after
being born, he was found all alone on a busy Norfolk road with his
umbilical cord still attached. He was brought to Hillside where we
bottle fed him and gave him lots of TLC. Boss Hog had a very happy
life and made many friends at Hillside. We were so pleased to have
the chance to know him in the years he was with us...
We have often given sanctuary to several day-old piglets who have
been found, newly-born, on highways. Sows often give birth on the
way to the slaughterhouse and the tiny piglets fall through the slats of
the lorries on to the road.

Boss Hog making friends at Hillside
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2005
Boris the Bull...
While carrying out an investigation, we discovered a
number of farm animals kept in squalor on a Norfolk
farm. Amongst them we found Boris, a gentle bull,
marooned in three feet of excrement. Weak and
emaciated, he had collapsed and had no strength left
to get up.
We immediately stepped in to help Boris and he was
featured in an urgent appeal, where he won the hearts
of sanctuary staff and supporters alike.
Sadly, although we were able to help Boris to stand again
and were optimistic he might survive, despite all our care
and hopes, his condition deteriorated and, with Wendy by
his side, he just slipped away.
His owner was later prosecuted and banned from
keeping animals, except for pigs! We later returned to
the farm and filmed pigs still being kept in squalor.
We captured this investigation on
film and you may wish to watch
the full story on our DVD, ‘The
Story of Boris the Bull’ narrated
by Hillside’s Patron, Martin Shaw.
You may order this DVD at
www.hillside.org.uk or scan
above QR code to watch
14

2006

800 Rescued
Animals...

Bernard Matthews...
Since 2000, we had already filmed, and exposed, horrendous
‘living’ conditions for birds on Bernard Matthews’ farms.
However, in one of our most shocking investigations, our
investigator filmed turkeys on a Matthews’ farm being
sadistically attacked with a wooden pole and then kicked. He
shot the damning evidence of staff ‘playing baseball’ with live
turkeys while filming the general rough handling of birds as they
were being caught for slaughter. The footage appeared on Sky
and BBC news programmes all around the country and sparked
outrage from an indignant public. In response, the RSPCA
brought a prosecution against Daniel Palmer, 27, and Neil Allen,
30, both from Dereham in Norfolk. Their case was heard on
7th September 2006 when they pleaded guilty to charges of
causing unnecessary cruelty to animals. In court, their solicitor
blamed their cruelty on ‘peer pressure’ and the ‘culture’ at the
farm. He said the footage, which was shown in court, revealed
the ‘appalling’ conditions at the plant.

Hillside Investigations Feature in SIX
National TV Programmes...

Cuthbert...

In a successful year for Hillside’s ongoing investigations, our
footage was shown on SIX national TV programmes, including
BBC, Channel Four and Sky News.
With so many rescued animals to look after, we simply do
not have the resources to do all the campaigning work we
would like to but instead, try to focus on producing filmed
evidence for people to see the reality of what goes on behind
the closed doors of the factory farming system.

It was extremely touching to witness
the strong bond between the Ross
family and Cuthbert, a bullock they fell
in love with, rescued and brought to
Hillside in 2006. Every time they come
to visit, even years later, Cuthbert has
not forgotten them, and comes running
with a bound to see his special friends.

Cuthbert’s unbreakable bond
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2007

H5N1 Avian Flu Outbreak
at Bernard Matthews...

For years we have filmed ‘dead bins’ on major poultry
producers’ farms, heaving with maggots and flies. So, it was no
surprise that, following the detection of the outbreak of Avian
Flu at Bernard Matthews, they were the subject of a highly
critical report from DEFRA highlighting a series of biosecurity
failings at its Holton plant, some of which had been drawn to
the company's attention in the past.
Despite this, only two weeks later we were able to film a
trailer containing dead turkeys left uncovered on another
Matthews’ site at Haveringland. The skip had been left open
to the elements and was easily accessible to rats, wild birds
and flies, with one turkey already partially eaten.

Rupert...
We were very pleased to help this sad, dejected
little New Forest foal who had been rounded up
and heartlessly separated from his mother...
He had been sold for a few pounds at Beaulieu
Road Horse Sale and then transported, along
with other sickly foals, to be sold in Norfolk.
Several had died and when we heard of the
ponies’ plight we were able to save the survivors.
On arriving at Hillside, with sale labels still attached, Rupert had already passed
through several hands. Visitors to the New Forest should be aware of the untimely
fate of many of the ponies they see roaming the forest. Their seemingly idyllic life is
far from what it appears. After Rupert settled in at the Sanctuary, we featured him,
along with his new friend Sally, on our 2007 Christmas Cards.
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2008

900 Rescued
Animals...

Hillside Shire Horse Sanctuary Opens at West Runton...
With the help of legacies bequeathed to us by kind supporters, we were able to purchase the
‘Norfolk Shire Horse Centre’ at West Runton which offers wonderful facilities for our animals.
The farm is now not only home to Shires and other heavy horses but also to many other
different sorts of rescued animals. It is also where supporters can meet most of the animals
on our ‘adoption’ scheme and even spend a holiday there in the company of our rescued
family. The Sanctuary, which spans around 100 acres with barns, stables, gift shop and cafe where we serve
‘animal friendly’ food, is open to visitors most days from Easter until the end of October. We would love to see you there...
17
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2009

1000 Rescued
Animals...

Puppy Farm Investigation...
During the summer of 2009 we were asked by Channel 5 News
to help with their puppy farm investigation. We travelled to
South Wales to work undercover with Jason Farrell and help
him obtain evidence of this cruel and heartless trade.
What we found was shocking... dogs were kept in pens
without bedding and had almost no human contact to stimulate
them in a life where they are often left in the dark to save
electricity. We found other dogs living in wretched, damp
conditions with crates for beds and no water in their bowls.
Many of the animals had obvious behavioural problems from
being kept so long in such cramped conditions.
TV vet Marc
Abraham saw our
footage and
described conditions
as the worst he had
ever seen in the UK.
On the basis of our
evidence, one
unscrupulous dog
breeder was
prosecuted for causing
her dogs to suffer.
A blind breeding bitch

Casper... came to Hillside in an emaciated condition.
He has such a kind nature and it is hard to imagine how
anybody could have treated him so badly. After lots of TLC he
soon fully recovered and is still enjoying life at Hillside.
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Candy Floss...
In May 2008 Candy Floss’s calf was taken away and she was sent to market. A man who had always wanted to keep Highland
Cattle bought her, with two other cows. When she arrived in her new field, the other two Highlands bullied her so, desperately
missing her calf, she decided to make a break for it and by the morning, she had escaped into the next field. Her new owner
called the vets to tranquilise her, but she ran off before they could do so.
Amazingly, Candy Floss continued her life on the run in search of her calf and during the next nine months she travelled over sixty
miles! She was finally seen on a rubbish tip, where she was chased by youths on quad bikes, but she had also been shot at by poachers
and attacked by dogs, surviving only by using her wits to lie low in scrubland during the day, trying to feed only at night.
Fortunately for Candy Floss, a kind lady found her and brought her food every day, building up her trust until she could get close to
her. She then contacted Hillside and we were very happy to give Candy Floss a home for life in a friendly herd of other rescued
Highlands. Candy Floss became part of our Adoption Scheme and was happy to write to those that were kind enough to adopt
her, telling them about her life at the Sanctuary with her friends. She lived happily at the Sanctuary until 2018 when she sadly died.
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2010
Hillside Dog Rescue Begins...
Determined to do more to help following our investigation
into puppy farming the previous year, and having brought
twelve dogs and pups back to Hillside at the conclusion of
our investigation, in 2010 we set up Hillside Dog Rescue.
Our aim remains to create awareness of the dreadful types
of conditions in which dogs and puppies can be kept, and
encourage people to give a rescued dog a home instead of
buying from a breeder. Since 2010 we have rehomed
thousands of dogs into loving adoptive homes.

Bruno...
We took Bruno in with an chronic
skin condition (right) which his
previous owner couldn’t bring under
control. After staying with Wendy,
our founder, who gave him a wheat
and meat-free diet along with natural
treatments and supplements, there
was an immediate improvement.
Bruno went on to be happily
rehomed with a loving family.

Content in each other’s company... Below, Wendy with
some of the more difficult dogs that we took in.

The natural remedies
Bruno received included
seaweed supplement,
omega oils, garlic, herbs
and cider vinegar given
internally and externally
and regular herbal baths.
21

Now safe - three newly born lambs with their mum

2011
Quality of Life Sanctuary...
The Quality of Life Sanctuary in Devon had been evicted
from its land after their bank foreclosed on them. With the
proprietors already forced to leave, the animals were left
with nowhere to go. All negotiations to allow the animals
to stay in their home failed and a crisis ensued as the
animals had to be removed or face the unthinkable...
As bailiffs moved onto the farm, where 35 horses and ponies,
also cows, sheep and goats were awaiting their fate, we were
contacted in a last ditch attempt to save the animals.
Naturally, we agreed to help, and the first animals from the
Devon sanctuary arrived at Hillside within the next few days.

Emergency Sheep Rescue..
We heard about a flock of sheep needing urgent assistance when their
ex-owner, who had been prosecuted and banned from keeping livestock,
threatened to shoot them all. As police took the man into custody, we rushed
to bring the 75 sheep, mostly pregnant ewes, 200 miles to the safety of Hillside.
They arrived late in the evening. Many were in poor condition but, with a little
TLC, they soon recovered and the ewes all safely gave birth.

Beauty (one of the 75) was so emaciated

Above, the animals now enjoying life at Hillside...

on arrival that she collapsed and had to be
carried from the lorry. Right - fully recovered
at Hillside where she is now
part of our Adoption Scheme on page 62.

By 2011, we had looked at 30 RSPCA
Freedom Food farms and ten - a third of
them - were so appalling, they have either
been the subject of a high-profile television
programme and/or a court case based on
our evidence.

This farm had a long-standing
RSPCA Freedom Food
accreditation and we were just
concluding a year-long undercover
documentary,
‘A Year of Life, Death and Suffering
on a Freedom Food Duck Farm’,
when we encountered these
barbaric scenes.

Staff Caught Abusing Ducks Destined for Waitrose on Freedom Food Farm ..
Both Sky News and Channel 5 broadcast our shocking investigation of conditions at a Gressingham Throwing live ducks is incredibly inhumane and would
Foods farm, which was supplying ducks to Waitrose as high welfare, free-range produce.
most certainly have caused suffering through pain or
Our secretly-filmed footage at Hall Farm in injury to the birds. The footage shows unacceptable
Norfolk, where we found an RSPCA ‘Freedom levels of lameness and injury in the flock. Birds that are
Food’ certificate displayed proudly on the wall, ill or injured should receive veterinary attention or be
showed frightened birds being picked up by their humanely culled without delay. Dead birds, in a state of
necks before being swung around and thrown at decomposition that haven't been removed, present a
the other ducks, as they were herded into crates risk of disease to the living birds and is indicative of a
lack of even the most basic level of stockmanship duties."
to be taken away for slaughter.
Farm animal welfare expert Dr Marc Cooper said: Despite being told that those responsible had been
"Commercially reared meat ducks are flightless, suspended, there were no prosecutions because the
heavy animals and handling them in this manner is RSPCA claimed that the staff working that night couldn’t
Covered in faeces, an injured duck lies on
likely to cause injury to their neck, legs and body. be identified!!!
the barn floor in a scene from the footage
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Piggy and Puggy...

Scan the QR code to watch!

Tabitha, a new-born piglet, was found freezing
and alone by the roadside, but made a swift
recovery after being brought to Hillside and given some TLC.
She soon made friends with Puggy (Susie), the boxer and a film of
them playing together quickly became an internet sensation,
with over million views and still rising!
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If you would like to watch this short film, simply search ‘Piggy and
Puggy at Hillside’ on YouTube.
In the photo below, taken 2 months after the video, you can see
how quickly Tabitha grew - a reminder that it’s wise to be nice to
someone when they're smaller than you, because one day they
could be twice your size!

Above... Tabitha with her new friend Lily the pig...
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2012

We Give a Home to 60 Stray and
Abandoned Horses and Ponies and
Save 20 from Flooding and Neglect...

A horse crisis spread across the country and, rather than being asked to take in
one or two horses at a time, we began to take in whole herds.
In one case, we received an urgent call from a Trading Standards Officer which
resulted in Hillside giving sanctuary to a herd of sixty stray and abandoned
horses and ponies from South Wales. We couldn’t refuse to help these
homeless horses who had nowhere else to go. They had been impounded by
the council after they were found straying on housing estates, school grounds
and busy roads where they were in danger of being hit by traffic.
We were also asked to help another herd of horses, including pregnant mares
and foals, who had been abandoned on wasteland that had flooded and were
only being fed by kind members of the public who had taken pity on them.
When their field flooded they became trapped on a railway embankment and,
to keep them from starving, fire crews launched dinghies and transported hay
to them across the deep water.
d Animals...

2000 Rescue

featured a Hillside Farm Animal
Investigation 23rd Sept 2012
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2013

‘We watched in horror
Hillside Expose Cruelty at UK’s
as our footage
Biggest Horse Slaughterhouse...
revealed horses being
beaten with
ropes and
...our traumatic investigation at the Red Lion Abbatoir uncovered systemic and ongoing
iron bars...’
horse abuse at the UK’s then largest horse slaughterhouse. The sheer number of unwanted
horses that ended up in those dark, cramped pens, only to be cruelly treated as they were
killed, shocked us deeply. Our disturbing footage, which was widely broadcast on TV and in
the national press, showed several breaches of animal welfare regulations including...
Horses routinely crammed two and even three at a time to be shot on top of one another.
Animals left to suffer with horrendous injuries and disease.
Horses not being stunned correctly, needing to be shot again and...
...often regaining consciousness before having their throats cut.
Horses beaten with ropes and iron bars.

We hope that our shocking findings will make everybody who ‘uses’ or breeds horses, aware
that their actions have consequences for innocent animals that are depending on them to be
kind and compassionate, lest they should meet their end in such a dreadful place.

90 Cows Rescued...
In March 2013, Glamorgan Trading Standards requested our urgent help. They were planning
to seize a large herd of ex-dairy cows and calves who were suffering extreme neglect. Around
40 were so emaciated that they had already
died or had to be euthanised on welfare
grounds. In the short time a rescue could be
organised, a further 20 had perished or were
just too weak to make the journey to safety.
Their owners have now been successfully
prosecuted for neglecting them.
We brought the surviving 90 cows and calves
back to Hillside to give them a safe home after
all the suffering they had been through.
26
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Hillside ‘New Farm Appeal’...
We were thrilled that, with the help of our supporters and
kindly bequeathed legacies, we were able to purchase a new
farm late in 2013. The farm, which comprises paddocks, several
stables and other useful buildings, quickly became a vital part of
our rescue operations.
Without these extra facilities, it would have been impossible
for us to house many of the animals we have been asked to
help in the last two years. Many of the hundreds of horses we
have been able to take in response to the Horse Crisis have
received important treatment and handling which could only
have happened with the space and the facilities our new farm
offers. Another great benefit of this farm is that it is adjacent
to other land we have already been using and is close to our
main Sanctuary in Frettenham.

Some of the facilities on the farm were in need
of renovation, which is now well underway.

Thank you again to everyone who has made all this
possible for our animals.
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Hillside Steps in as Major Rescue is Mounted
to Help Abandoned Horses and Ponies...

2400 Rescued
Animals...

In another emergency rescue, 39 of 49 abandoned horses and ponies that were seized by Trading Standards on Manmoel
Common to save them from a further winter of starvation, found sanctuary at Hillside.
Trading Standards Officers successfully found homes for ten of the ponies but when no other organisations came forward to
help the remainder, we couldn’t see them put to sleep and agreed to take them all in.
In the previous winter, many of the abandoned horses and ponies hadn’t survived the bleak conditions on the moors and dozens
were found simply starved to death. We are so pleased to have been able to help the survivors.

An Extra 500 Acres of Grazing
For Our Rescued Animals...
As the number of rescued animals at the
Sanctuary increased, in 2014 we took on an
additional 500 acres of grazing for our horses and
cows to roam and graze on during the summer.
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2015
We Celebrated 20 Years Helping Animals...
2015 was a special year as it marked twenty years of Hillside.
So much had happened we could never hope to cram it all into
these pages, but we tried to include the major highlights and
the lowlights! Overall, it is a story of learning - learning about
the incredible intelligence, friendships and bonds between
animals - and also between animals and people, and how those
bonds remain strong over time.
It is easy to let all the cruelty we have witnessed become too
much to bear. Some people have told us they find it hard to live
in a world where so much cruelty exists. However, we take
heart from all the kindness we have seen from the many who
have helped us so generously over the years. We are extremely
lucky to have such compassionate supporters. We are asked to
help animals in need on a daily basis and since the horse crisis
began in 2012, rather than mostly individual animals, we are

now asked to give a home to herds of them!
It is only due to our kindly supporters, along with our hard
working staff and volunteers, that we have been able to take
in an incredible 1400 horses in the last six years - and
hundreds of other animals - some of whom gave birth soon
after arriving and all of whom are now living safely and
contentedly at Hillside.
However, none of this would have been possible without
Wendy Valentine, whose dream to help animals became a
reality on such a scale, only because she is truly tireless and
simply never stops helping and caring for animals from the
smallest fly to the largest dairy cow. She has inspired us all to
work harder, try harder, hope harder and to make things
happen that we never really believed could... Wendy breathes
the spirit into Hillside and the animals are very lucky to have
such a tireless and dedicated champion.
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Rescued From Neglect...
It was lovely to watch Jill relaxing with Jack in the
meadows. They are two of fifteen cows and bulls
(now castrated) who came to us as part of a
Trading Standards' case where their owner was
prosecuted for neglecting them and received a
lifetime ban from keeping animals. Their herd duly
increased in number as some of the cows arrived
pregnant.
It is only through the kindness of our supporters
that we were able to help these cows and give
them a better life in the Sanctuary.
Right, Trading Standards officers were shocked by the
terrible state in which the animals were found

STOP PRESS
A PIG HAD BEEN ABANDONED IN A FIELD AND WE ARE ON OUR WAY TO COLLECT IT.
MEANWHILE A HOG ROAST VAN HAS ARRIVED ALSO TO GET THE PIG. THE LATEST NEWS IS
THAT THE HOG ROAST PEOPLE HAVE CAUGHT THE PIG AND HE IS NOW ON THEIR TRAILER BUT

Peppa Pig...
We are often asked to collect stray and abandoned animals and
on a March morning we were on our way to Peterborough to
pick up a pig who had been left to fend for himself for several
weeks. When we were still an hour away we received a frantic
call from the lady who had been doing her best to feed him,
telling us a ‘Hog Roast’ van with trailer had arrived at the field
and its occupants were trying to round up the pig!!!
In desperation, we posted the above ‘STOP PRESS’ message
on our Facebook page hoping one of our supporters may be
able to help. Local news also got involved and the BBC picked
up the story.
Thankfully, somebody
was able to block the
Hog Roast van in and
we were able to bring
Peppa back to the
Sanctuary, where he
has had the little ‘op’
and received
treatment for a skin
condition.
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Bulls Not Producing Calves Usually End up in the Slaughterhouse...
Unless They Come to Hillside!

Benjy...

We first heard about Benjy when ‘Gay UK’ got in touch, telling us
they had heard about a bull that was going to be sent for slaughter
because a vet had pronounced him ‘gay’ after he failed to
impregnate his companion cows. Of course we offered to help, but
there was still the matter of getting Benjy released from the farm
where he was being kept, and transporting him from Ireland to
Norfolk. Gay UK started a crowdfunding webpage, where people
could find out about Benjy’s plight to help save him and pay to have
him safely transported to Hillside. Happily, people did donate and
soon Benjy arrived at his new home here in Norfolk. There was a
lot of press interest, mainly because he had been labelled as ‘gay’,
but we were just pleased that it got people talking about farm
animals. Benjy, who was castrated before he was allowed to graze
freely with a friendly herd of our rescued cows, seems to very much
enjoy the company of females. We’re not sure if he really is gay, but
the fact that someone thought he was certainly saved his life!

Bernie’s story was similar. He had been sold as a prize bull for
18,000 guineas. However, it turned out his sperm count was so low
that he was unlikely to impregnate any cows! So, with an ‘expensive’
bull not able to do his 'job', the farmer claimed from his insurers.
This would usually have meant a one-way ticket to the
slaughterhouse. However, luckily for the now 'not so prized' Bernie,
a Hillside supporter who worked in the insurance office, persuaded
the company to allow him to come to Hillside to live with our
other rescued cows. For both Benjy and Bernie, a seemingly
desperate situation ended well because people stepped in to help.
We are very pleased to let them both live out their natural days in
the safety of the Sanctuary.
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and Bernie...

They say buses come
in threes. In 2015, for
Hillside, Rheas came
in fives!

Rhea Rescue...
In March we answered a call asking if we could catch a rhea that had been on
the loose for several weeks in Suffolk. There had already been numerous
attempts to catch him, and in some cases involving up to a dozen people.
It was feared that, if she wasn’t caught soon, she would be shot. So, an intrepid
team from Hillside headed to Suffolk and happily were able to safely bring the
straying rhea back to the Sanctuary. His owner, was so pleased to hear she
was safe, he asked if we would give a home to two others he had as pets that
he was no longer able to keep. We were glad to oblige and soon the three
were reunited.
Later in the year, we received two more reports of rhea running loose. On
both occasions we headed off to help, and we’re very pleased to say that we
were able to catch the birds and, again, bring them back to Hillside. We now
have a family of five rheas living happily in a specially made enclosure with
plenty of room to run around.
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Above,

Wintering Horses
at Hillside...

There are around 70 rescued horses and ponies in this picture. . . . .
.that’s just 3% of the total we had to feed and care for at Hillside in 2015
Rocky...
After receiving reports of a stray stallion that was roaming
loose across fields, a golf course and busy roads in the
Heathrow area, we were finally able to bring him to the safety
of our Sanctuary in Norfolk. Local people had asked for our
help and had been feeding and watering him but Rocky, as he
has been named, had always eluded capture. We were pleased
to be able to help him. Once he had settled, he was gelded
and became inseparable friends with Oliver, a foal who came
to us after being left alone for days with his dead mother.
We are so pleased that these once lonely horses are now so
obviously happy in each other’s company.
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Left - No one could catch Rocky
Right - Safe at the Sanctuary with Oliver

, Jay’s cows shortly after arriving safely at Hillside... ‘Knowing them personally makes it more difficult to think about eating them...’

You can probably imagine just how much hay they are going eat in the winter. We have got a lot of work
to do fundraising to keep them all well fed during the cold weather ahead. If you would like to help
towards providing hay and other necessary food for them, please donate on the back page... Thank you

Jasper..

x

Jasper the stallion was lucky to be still
alive when the horse warden found him.
His back legs had been so tightly bound
together that he couldn't move. A rope
around his neck was tied as if the
intention had been to strangle him. Cuts
to his body were consistent with knife
wounds. He was taken to the horse
pound, where he was treated before being
brought to Hillside. Once in the Sanctuary
he fully recovered from his ordeal. He has
now been gelded and lives contentedly
with our other rescued horses.
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2016

Blossom’s Rescue
Sadly Closes...

T

hanks to the compassion of all our
supporters who donated towards our
Sanctuary Rescue Fund we were so grateful to
be able to provide a new home for the animals
from Blossom’s Rescue, which sadly had to close
its doors this year after its founder struggled
with health issues.

We are pleased to be able to tell you that all
the horses, ponies and farm animals who
needed a home from Blossoms arrived safely at
Hillside. We are, of course, keeping them
together and they have settled in well.
It is only with the help of our supporters that
we can continue
to rescue animals
in need and every
penny we receive
really does count.
A very big

‘Thank you’
for your help.
Awaiting rescue...

Companions, Oscar and Pixie on arrival at Hillside from Blossom’s Rescue...

Left - Inseparable

friends, Legend
the ram with
Patchouli the goat,
now safely at
Hillside.

A Major Hillside Farm Animal Investigation...
This Hillside investigation began
after we received information that
illegal practices were occurring at
Bagshaw & Sons’ slaughterhouse
in Leek.
Travelling many miles from our
Sanctuary, we worked undercover
to put up hidden cameras that
would record hundreds of hours
of footage, much of it showing
barbaric cruelty to defenceless
The facade that hid the cruelty going on behind the scenes
animals in their final minutes. The
Leek abattoir, whose exterior was adorned with a sign claiming it was a ‘High Class Family
Butcher’, would have fooled unsuspecting customers, who would never guess at the cruelty
and illegal activity going on behind its walls. Our cameras revealed the true picture. Sheep
were filmed being kicked, thrown, hit and stamped on as they huddled together in fear,
watching their numbers reduce.
A large proportion of the attempts to stun them failed, only knocking them off their
feet for long enough for them to be shackled and suspended upside down by their feet,
leaving the poor animals clearly conscious as they were ratcheted into the room
where their throats were cut.
Bagshaws were only licensed to kill sheep, goats and cows yet our hidden cameras
also filmed pigs being viciously kicked and beaten before being despatched. Alpacas
were also illegally sent for slaughter there.
Our filmed evidence was handed over to the Food Standards Agency and Anthony
Bagshaw pleaded guilty to a large number of charges including many animal welfare
breaches. He was sentenced to a custodial term of 10 months in prison and was
banned from keeping, owning, transporting or delivering farm animals for 15 years.
‘Hillside 2016 Slaughterhouse Investigation’ can be ordered at www.hillside.org.uk
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Our New Farm..
The 132 acre farm, that,
with the help of
donations and a kindly
bequeathed legacy we
have been able to
secure, will allow us to
greatly extend our
winter accommodation
facilities and provide
additional summer
grazing for many of our
new and special care
residents.
The farm comes with
three barns, which will
be very useful, one of
which, below, is huge!

3000 Rescued
Animals at Hillside...
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An Interesting History...

Our new farm occupies the site of RAF

The Benefit of Concrete..

Swannington, which was a Second World War
airfield, operational from 1944 to
1947. The photo (left) shows a
Mosquito fighter-bomber from
157 squadron at its dispersal next
to St. Peter’s Church, which is
surrounded by our land. The
church dates back to the 11th

Above, concrete in place and, below, how it looked before

century and contains re-used
Roman building material. There
are lots of concrete roads and

Thank you so much to everyone who
donated towards the purchase of much
needed extra land and facilities for our
rescued animals. The Square Yards of
land that were kindly contributed will
provide a permanent home for many of
the animals in our care, and enable us
to continue helping others in need.
This has been an amazing opportunity
to help ensure the future of our
rescued animals and to offer hope to
those that join us in the years to
come...

areas which were once the taxi ways and
aprons of the airfield.
These will be a huge
benefit to us. (See right)

Above, a service of remembrance at St Peter’s Church
was very poignant and included a fly-past and poppy drop.

We have been able to greatly extend the
concrete area on another Hillside farm,
where we winter many of our rescued
horses. We had previously made our large
corral into a concrete pad and this year,
thanks to a kind donor, we have been able
to extend this all the way to our feed barn
and stables. We hope in future years to
extend further if funds permit.
The concrete has many benefits; Farm
vehicles suffer less wear and tear operating
on a concrete surface, while running horses
along it, will help to keep their feet trim and
it is easier to spot if any need veterinary
attention.
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Vegetarian Beef Farmer
Sends His Cows to Hillside...

In April 2017 we were asked to take
in a herd of 70 cattle, including 30
pregnant cows, after a massive
turnaround in thinking by the farmer, a
vegetarian, who could no longer bear
to send his cows to the
slaughterhouse. Instead, he got in
touch with the Vegan Society, who
contacted Hillside to ask if we could
give the cows a permanent safe home
in the Sanctuary.
Jay, the farmer, had grown up working
with the family’s herd of cows but,
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There are
650 rescued
cows lliving at
Hillside

over time, has seen that there was much
more to these animals than we are led
to believe.
He said ‘I began to see that cows
recognise each other, and they’ve got
very good memories. They also
experience a range of emotions – they
can be sad, happy, bored, excited. They
do also have facial expressions. You can
tell what a cow’s thinking by looking at
it. I’ve even seen cows cry. Cows are
conscious of what goes on around
them – they have personalities and an

inner life. They’re not just units of
food. Knowing them personally
makes it more difficult to think about
eating them.’
We were happy to welcome Jay’s
cows to the Sanctuary. During the
summer all the pregnant cows safely
gave birth to calves and they will all
stay together as a herd for the rest of
their natural days.
The story of Jay’s cows coming to
Hillside was featured on BBC
Countryfile in July 2017.

‘Can you take them?’ This is a question we are so often asked... We have received a

A Legacy for Life
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Thank you
for caring
Please request
our Legacy Leaflet

call asking if we can take in two separate herds of abandoned horses. The bailiffs are
under instruction to ‘dispose’ of the 28 horses and their only chance of life is if we agree
to take them in. However, we need to tell them this week if we have room and, if we
cannot take them, they will be put to sleep. This truly is a last chance for these poor
horses who deserve so much better. To put your mind at rest, we did, or course, agree
to give them ALL a home here in the Sanctuary.
It is particularly poignant when animals come to the Sanctuary pregnant, and give
birth soon after arriving, when we can witness the bond between new life and old, a
natural and beautiful bond that would have been denied, but will now be free to thrive.
So much of what we are able to do to help animals, to give them that last chance to
be the characters they were born to be, is dependent on kind, caring people who make
the choice to leave Hillside a legacy, so that when we are asked ‘Can you take them?’, we
can say, ‘Yes’.
It is only through kindly bequeathed legacies that we have been able to buy new
land, shelters, kennels and additional facilities to care for the animals when they
arrive at the Sanctuary and, if necessary, to work with them until they are ready to
enjoy their new life at Hillside.

Thanks to the kindness of those who have remembered us in their will, we have had
the confidence to say ‘Yes’ to horses, ponies, donkeys, cows, sheep, pigs, ducks, rabbits and lots of other animals over the last
25 years and for the animals that receive this wonderful gift, it really is a life to remember...
Our deepest admiration and thanks go out to everyone, past and present, who has thought of Hillside in
their Will. If you would like to consider doing this, please ring the Sanctuary office on 01603 736200 and ask
for Lesley. Or, email Lesley at legacies@hillside.org.uk for more information or request our ‘Legacy Leaflet’.

Who Lives at Hillside?

300 Pigs

650 Cows

And lots of smaller
animals and dogs...

800 Sheep and Goats 2500 Horses, Ponies and Donkeys
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A small monthly donation will help provide us with regular
funding to ensure continuous care for the animals...

A Short Film About Wendy...

It is only through your kindness that we can continue to
rescue and campaign for other animals in need .

Please Consider Making a Regular Monthly Donation
Bank Name
Bank Address
Postcode
Please pay Hillside Animal Sanctuary Ltd
A/C No 70560088 Sort Code 08-90-14
The Co-operative Bank, 69 London Street, Norwich NR2 1HL

£
The Unbound Project asked
BAFTA winning filmmaker
Alex Lockwood to create a
short character piece about
our
founder,
Wendy
Valentine, and her life’s work
at Hillside helping animals in
need. If you’d like
to watch it, please
scan the QR code
with the photo
app on your
smartphone.

on the
day of
20
and afterwards on the same day each
MONTH / QUARTER / YEAR until further notice
(please delete as appropriate)

My Name
My Address
My Postcode
My Account No.
Signature
My Sanctuary No is:

Sort Code

-

-

Date
Donation
Friend (Page 2)

This Standing Order is for:

5
(please tick as appropriate)
Please send to:

Hillside Animal Sanctuary, Hall Lane, Frettenham, Norwich NR12 7LT
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The Story of One Pound Pony...

Bob, safe and well at the
Sanctuary...

Unable to get up, this Shetland pony we’ve called Bob,
was found tangled up in the wire which had formed
part of his tethering chain.
From the churned-up condition of the ground where
he was lying, we could tell he had been marooned there
for some time. Because he had been illegally tethered,
he was freed and then collected by a horse warden and
taken to a stray horse pound. He then came, with other
stray and abandoned ponies, on to Hillside.

During 2017 we took in 276 horses and
ponies from stray horse pounds

This shetland pony was found tangled in his tether and unable to get up...

Please spare a £1 to help
Pound Ponies like Bob
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Jock and Hamish...
We were relieved to be able to give sanctuary
to two inseparable, semi-wild horses who had
no other chance of life had they not come to
Hillside. Jock and Hamish, as we named them,
came to us with some of the worst overgrown
and neglected feet we have seen for some time.
Having received careful handling, Jock and
Hamish had an appointment with the farrier probably for the first time in their lives. Soon
after, both Jock and Hamish had another date,
this time with the vet for another important
procedure - to be castrated!

Above Jock's feet, before and after his first trim...
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Romeo and Juliet...

We went back for her mate and the

pair were reunited

Receiving veterinary treatment for
We rushed to the aid of this swan...

In January, we were alerted to a swan
who was reported to be in trouble with
a damaged wing on a local river. We
had to wade, waist deep, into the river
to reach the swan and bring her back to
the bank, where it was obvious that she
was in need of urgent treatment. We
rushed her to our vet who attended to
her badly infected wing. Back at the
Sanctuary, our thoughts turned to her
mate on the river who had been
extremely distressed at having his lifelong mate taken away from him. So, we
took the decision to return to catch him
so they could stay together while the
female recovered. We wish we had
filmed the heartwarming moment when

the pair were reunited they were obviously so
relieved to be back in each
other's company.
The injured swan's wing
was treated and dressed
every day but our vet
advised the best course
Together on the Pond at Hillside Shire
of action was to
Horse Sanctuar y...
amputate the afflicted wing and the
Soon after, the swans (who we named
operation was carried out successfully.
Romeo and Juliet) were released, Romeo
However, without the use of both wings, we
flew away. However, a month later, he
could not release her back into the wild.
returned and has not left Juliet’s side since.
So, both birds were taken to Hillside Shire
They now remain living happily together on
Horse Sanctuary at West Runton, to live
our pond, at West Runton by the sea with
together on our well-fenced pond where
other rescued swans.
they wouldn’t have to worry about predators.
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The Farmers That... Just Couldn’t Anymore...
Here are some of the many animals, including over 100 goats, also
pigs, horses and ponies, that we gave a home to in October 2017
when their owners could no longer afford to feed them. The
owners ran a farm shop where they had intended to sell meat but,
having bred the goats, they couldn’t face having them slaughtered!
We also took in 16 cows which they also couldn’t send to the same
fate after they saw first-hand the dreadful suffering that animals
were enduring at the slaughterhouse.
When first in business, they took a herd of sheep to the
slaughterhouse. When they started to leave, all the sheep jumped
out of the abattoir pen and followed them back to the trailer! The
‘farmers’ loaded them up and took them back home again.
In the end, the kindhearted ‘would-be farmers’ found their business
financially unviable and became bankrupt. We took in their animals,
including some heavy horses, who had nowhere else to go.
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Sixteen Horses and Ponies Arrive
as Yet Another Sanctuary Close s...

(Left) In

happier days rescued horses enjoying life
at the Manchester Sanctuary

In April 2017 we undertook an emergency
rescue to bring sixteen horses and ponies
to Hillside from a Manchester animal
sanctuary that could no longer manage to
survive. The manager's mother pleaded
with us to take the horses after her
daughter had left the sanctuary.
The constant stress of running a sanctuary
and worrying about raising the funds to
feed and care for the animals had taken its
toll and she could no longer cope.
In light of continuing concerns about the
welfare of the horses and ponies, the
RSPCA had visited on several occasions.
On collecting the animals
our driver told us to be
prepared to receive several
in poor condition.
It is such a shame to see
another sanctuary close their
doors after trying to do their
best to help animals in need.

(Below)

A mare and
her foal
settling in at
Hillside after
arriving from
Manchester

(Above) On

arrival at Hillside, enjoying a munch on some hay.

Since 2011, Hillside has taken in animals
from six sanctuaries that have sadly closed...
We are so grateful to our supporters, whose
kindness allows us to help in desperate situations
such as these. Thank you for caring.
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Come and Meet our Rescued Animals...
on

OPEN DAYS

at West Runton
Daily 10am - 5pm
From Easter- end October
Closed Saturdays

Free Entry
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For Open Days at
Hillside Animal Sanctuary
Frettenham, Norfolk
please refer to
our website below

www.hillside.org.uk

Moo’ving Cows - Meet the Magnificent Fifty!
Here are some of the 50 rescued cows we gave sanctuary to in 2012. Trading Standards went on to successfully
prosecute their owner for neglecting them. Every year, during the summer, we move them across the Sanctuary to
graze. You may watch a video of these cows by scanning the QR code.

Steve, and his Piggy Friends...
We’d like you to meet Steve, who started working with us
fifteen years ago. His main role is to oversee and care for
our300 rescued pigs. Since his porcine friends have
become such a big part of Steve’s life, and having got to
know them so well, pork - and all other meats - are now
definitely off his menu.

Something Amazing...
Earlier in the year we collected a deer who had
broken her leg after she had fallen in a road
drain. Our vet advised that, although the leg
could not be saved, the muntjac doe could
manage well with three legs and operated to
remove the damaged limb. She recovered well
and was soon mobile again.
She has become extremely tame and is a delight
to have around and often comes up for a scratch
under her chin.
After all the trauma she has been through, she
surprised us by giving birth to a healthy fawn.
Having been rescued in April, she was obviously at
the beginning of a seven month gestation period.

Oh Deer...
What can the matter be?
We were called out to another young
deer who had been injured and, in panic,
run into Norwich’s biggest shopping
centre, The Castle Mall. We collected her
from the ladies’ toilets, where staff had
ushered her for
safety.
Back at the
Sanctuary, she
soon recovered
after receiving
veterinary
treatment .
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Wildlife Rescue...

Fox Rescue...
Miraculously this little deer
survived a very close
encounter with a car

Deer Rescue...

We were asked to take in a fox that had been
found badly injured on a road. After being put on
a drip for two days he soon rallied round and
began eating well. On his recovery, we released
him back to the area from where he was picked
up. While he was in our care, he seemed quite
tame and appeared to appreciate his food being
served to him on a plate rather than having to
scavenge for it!

We receive many calls to go to the aid of distressed or injured wildlife. In a
particularly dramatic deer rescue, a motorist was aware he had hit a deer after it
had run out in front of him. He stopped, but because the deer was nowhere to be
seen, he assumed it had run off into the bushes. He continued on until he reached
the nearest garage so he could assess the damage to his motor. He was staggered
to find the deer was still in his car! It had penetrated through the radiator grill,
and was completely trapped inside the engine casing. We rushed to the scene
expecting to find a dead or dying deer, but, to our amazement, we were able to
pull him out with just a few superficial wounds. We brought him back to the
Sanctuary, where he fully recovered and is pictured, right, with Brian another
rescued deer...
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Long Term Animal Abuser
Finally Convicted...

Hillside had investigated David Grant several times after receiving ongoing reports
of his terrible treatment of animals. Previously, the RSPCA had not proceeded
with charges because their vet wouldn’t support the case. However, this time we
contacted Derbyshire Rural Crime Team, who handled the case swiftly and
professionally. David Grant was banned from keeping any livestock for life and
given a 10 week suspended sentence. After the court case, Derby Police
commented...
“The foundations of the case lay with members of the local community alerting
Hillside Animal Sanctuary to the conditions at the smallholding. This was followed
by some excellent work by their operatives to obtain evidence of the conditions
which was later passed to the police.”

Above, Following our report, the Police found
many crippled sheep on Grant’s smallholding
and several were in such bad condition they
had to be immediately put to sleep

We Find Appalling Conditions for Hens at Major Supermarket Supplier...
Sainsbury's and KFC, claim to be
'committed to ensuring the highest
standards of bird health and welfare'.
In light of this it was particularly
shocking to witness the appalling
conditions these poor birds have to
endure. Crammed into windowless
sheds for 24 hours a day, the stench
of ammonia, which can cause serious
respiratory
diseases,
was
overpowering. In order to increase
egg production, artificial lights come

on during the night, allowing the
birds little rest and encouraging the
cockerels to constantly mate with
the hens, leaving them virtually
featherless and red raw from the
unwanted attention.
PD Hook boast that they work with
the RSPCA and other Welfare
Organisations, and fully endorse the
Five Freedoms. We think the public
will be shocked to see the reality of
life for these birds ...

23
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In the summer of 2018 we
received an urgent and desperate
plea to help 23 Thoroughbreds
who were facing immediate
eviction after bailiffs had moved in
to foreclose on a failing
Newmarket stud. The horses,
including pregnant mares and a
three month old foal, had to be
removed within a couple of days.
With their owner already evicted
from the premises, the outlook for
the horses was looking extremely
bleak as no-one had come forward
to give them a home. We knew
that when a previous stud had gone
bankrupt, the horses had simply
been taken to Beeston Horse Sale
and disposed of for meat.

With time fast running out, we sprang
into action, and with the relieved
cooperation of the stud owner,
brought all the horses, including some
elderly mares, back to the safety of
the Sanctuary. As our driver left with
the last of the horses, the bailiff
explained that we had rescued them
just in time as they were booked in
to be destroyed the next day.
After the horses safely arrived at
Hillside, some of our supporters
expressed surprise that no one in the
racing industry had come forward to
help. Shockingly, although there is a
lot of wealth in horse racing, it is a
callous industry that does little to
help the horses when they are no
longer ‘of use’.

Above - Thoroughbred mares and foals
just after arrival at Hillside.

Elderley Mares Maidment and Marie-Louise
were put under veterinary care on arrival...

All grown up - Primrose (above left)
living contentedly at Hillside
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Hillside Farm Animal Investigations...
During our investigation at Simply Halal, a non-stun abattoir at
Banham in Norfolk we obtained hours of harrowing footage of
appalling treatment of the animals being killed there. This led
to the closure of Simply Halal. However, we were extremely
disappointed when the Food Standards Agency (FSA) granted
approval for the manager at Simply Halal (Deborah Wilson who we had filmed casually standing by as animals were suffering
terrible cruelty all around her) to set up a new company called
Norfolk Meat Traders and continue slaughtering at the site.
We were able to continue monitoring the site and filmed
Deborah Wilson again, this time involved in the slaughter
of horses. It soon came to light that they had carried out an
illegal horse slaughter and so they also had their licences revoked!
Following that, another company ‘United Country Foods’
applied for, and were granted, approval to slaughter from the
site. They were later wound up by the FSA due to unpaid debt.
Unbelievably, another company ‘Moor Farm Meats’ has been
granted approval to slaugther at the Banham site, again with
Deborah Wilson as a director!
In the meantime, after our footage had been handed to the
FSA, the CPS initiated a prosecution against business owner
Roger Carr and two of the slaughtermen. They were finally
brought before the court in 2018 but, despite having pleaded
guilty to a catalogue of animal welfare offences, Roger Carr
and the two slaughter men received fines of just £400 and
£600 respectively.
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Above, our investigation is featured in the national press...

We had hoped that the trial would send a clear signal that
anyone abusing animals may end up in court having to explain
their actions. However, while the District Judge expressed
surprise that the maximum punishment he could give was
a fine, the message from the court appears to be that very
little will be done to punish those that would flout welfare
laws and inflict terrible suffering on animals.
The appalling cruelty exposed by Hillside is, in our
experience, all too common in slaughterhouses
across the country and it is worth remembering that,
were it not for Hillside, these dreadful acts would
still be continuing behind closed doors, unchecked
and unknown to the outside world.

2019

Now safe in the Sanctuary - below are the mares
and foals from a group of 17 horses and ponies
who came to us from a stray horse pound. Once
we had agreed to give them a home at Hillside, to
save them from being shot,
the pound were happy to
keep them until they could
travel. One of the ponies
actually gave birth while
waiting in the pound and
their vet advised to wait a
few days until the young
foal was strong enough to
make the 300 mile journey
to Norfolk safely.

R.I.P La Vizelle
La Vizelle, or Dawn as we
affectionately called her, was with
us at Hillside since 1997, which is
almost as long as the Sanctuary has
been in existence. She had always
enjoyed good health until just
before we lost her.
Dawn was rescued from certain
slaughter at only two years old from
a sale where horses, who are just
seconds too slow on the racetrack,
are ‘disposed’ of.
In all the 22 years she lived with

us, she was certainly a character and
all the staff loved her. She leaves
behind her field companions, exPolice horses, Bielby, Taylor,
Luxembourg and Tiltro, Poppy and
her best friend Sonique another exracehorse with whom she has shared
most of her life. We know they will
all miss her very much. Thank you
so much to everyone who kindly
‘adopted’ Dawn which meant she
was able to enjoy a long and happy
life in the Sanctuary - a far cry from
the situation she found herself in

Above Impounded

- rejected and forlorn, a
mare with her foal faced an uncertain
future. Left - On arrival at the Sanctuary...

23 years ago.
Soul Train, a gentle ex-racehorse who
so deserved to be rescued, now
follows on in La Vizelle’s footsteps on
our adoption scheme.
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Mares
arriving
pregnant
give birth
safely...

Jasper,
Apollo
and Ace
arrived
in may

Pound Ponies...
Throughout 2019 we continued to take in horses and ponies
who had ended up in Stray Horse Pounds across the UK.
Abandoned and unwanted, these horses are rarely claimed
and would have been put to sleep had we not stepped in and
offered to give them a home.

In 2019, twenty of these in-foal rescued mares thankfully all
gave birth safely. Because foals are often born in the early
hours, our staff take it in turns to watch over the mares during
the night to ensure they have veterinary assistance on hand
should they require it.

Since the horse crisis began in 2012, we have taken in over
1500 of these horses alone. All stallions and colts are of course
gelded and all horses are de-wormed and vaccinated. Many
mares arrive with us pregnant.

A BIG thank you to everyone who has donated to our
ongoing Pound Pony Appeal. Without your continuing
donations, we would not be able to carry on helping these
poor animals...

These yearling fillies,
through no fault of their
own, found themselves
in a stray horse pound.
We named them Sarah
and Sally...
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W
A lice surprise!

Above (right) on arrival this poor mare was infested with lice.
a month later, with lots of TLC, she was on the road to recovery.

(Left),

2020

25 Years!!

To celebrate Hillside’s 25th
Birthday, we chose one of
our favourite pictures to
offer as a Canvas Print...

Helping In Times of Trouble...
A Happy Ending For Sanctuary Animals at Christmas
We would like to extend our
heartfelt thanks to everyone who
donated towards our appeal to
help the animals at the Derwent
Valley Donkey Sanctuary.
Just before Christmas 2019, we
were asked if we could take in the
animals as the elderly sanctuary
owner could no longer carry on
due to her declining health.

Three different rescued
Hillside animals, who are so
often thought of, and
treated, very differently by
humans,lie
together
enjoying each other’s
company.
18" x 13" £29.95
To order, please
scan the QR code or
visit our website
www.hillside.org.uk

Donkeys and ponies from Derwent Valley Donkey
Sanctuary, settling in safely at Hillside in 2020

Kath Wilson, the sanctuary’s
founder, had spent her life
devotedly caring for animals and even won community awards for her work.
However, following a tragic accident that left her hospitalised, she was no longer
able to manage her sanctuary, which was home to eight donkeys and also horses,
ponies, sheep, dogs and hens.
Already facing great challenges, raising the funds needed to look after the
animals at Hillside, we could have said ‘sorry, there is no more room at the inn’
but, we simply could not leave Kath and her animals to face an uncertain fate and
so agreed to give them a new home here at Hillside...
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25 Years of
Rescue...
Hillside was founded
in 1995 and during
this time we have
taken in animals from
several sanctuaries
that have sadly had
to close. In 2011 we
welcomed 35 horses
and ponies as well as
cows, sheep and
goats from the
stricken Quality of
Life Sanctuary and in
January 2014, we
were contacted by
the Rainbow Ark
Sanctuary after they
had been forcibly
evicted from their
farm through lack of funds. We immediately offered to help their stranded animals and it
took two days to carefully transport all the horses, ponies, donkeys, alpacas, pigs, sheep
and goats over two hundred miles from County Durham to their new home here in Norfolk.
We also brought back all the smaller animals that Rainbow Ark were unable to rehome
locally and these included around a hundred hens, cockerels, geese, turkeys, ducks,
peacocks, rheas and other birds, which otherwise would have been left behind. Other
sanctuaries that we have stepped in to help included Green Meadows and Blossoms
Sanctuary. It is always very difficult when a sanctuary has to close.
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Happy times - Kath Wilson

and some of her beloved
animals at the Derwent
Valley Sanctuary...

2021
Special Care Stables...
When we took over our new
130 acre farm in 2017, there were
many improvements needed. The entire farm needed
fencing, reseeding and generally tidying up. These
were massive tasks but with our supporters' help, the
whole farm was soon in operation for our rescued animals.
Our next project was to convert the right hand side of the main
barn (right) into five useful stables (with doors leading out to
the concrete area on the right) for animals that need veterinary
treatment. This barn space now provides five spacious stables
which previously could only be used for storage.
We are very grateful to everyone who donated toward the cost
of this vital work.

Below & above

- before and after renovation

Dixie and Dawson
Dixie and her foal Dawson are just two of many horses and
ponies we have taken in from stray horse pounds around the
UK. As usual, in situations like this, Hillside was their last
chance. Thank you so much to all our supporters for making
this vital work possible.
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An Emergency Rescue...
We were made aware of a horrific situation where a group of
horses had been discovered in a badly emaciated condition.
Most of the herd had already died of starvation and lack of
water. The local authority was able to seize the remaining
animals and take them to the stray horse pound, where they
could be fed and watered. We were asked to help and, of
course, agreed to take the surviving horses. These included a
very poor, but heavily pregnant mare, who we called Isobella,
along with her last year's foal. All received very special care
at Hillside and Isobella, who probably wouldn’t have survived
much longer if help hadn’t arrived, went on to safely give
birth to a healthy foal we named Brooke after a young
supporter who sadly died aged just twelve.

A few weeks later and all recovered, Isobella with her
new foal, Brooke...

Ciara
ms
Stor
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Hit Dennis
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In January and February 2020 our maintenance
teams worked non-stop to repair damage caused
by four consecutive storms that battered Hillside and
many other parts of the UK. First, Storm Brendan,
then Ciara, Dennis and finally Jorge, all swept
through causing damage. Most was repairable, but
one shelter (above) which protected some of our
heavy horses from winds coming off the North Sea

at our Shire Horse Sanctuary at West Runton was,
as you can see, totally beyond repair!
Luckily no animals were hurt during these severe
gales! Once again our supporters came to the
rescue by generously responding to our Storm
Damage Appeal, and a lovely new shelter was up
and ready for the horses to use again in time for
the following winter.
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You may remember, back in 2014,
we were asked to help Benjy, a bull
who was considered ‘gay’ because
he had not shown any interest in
the farmer's cows, and so was due
to be sent to the slaughterhouse.
We were very pleased to take in
Benjy and, once he’d had the
necessary 'op', he was free to live
happily at the Sanctuary with our
other cows, including Bernie,
another bull who also faced
slaughter because he was found to
be sterile.
Since we took in Benjy there has been continuing interest in him over the years and in September 2020 the
BBC's 'The One Show' got in touch and asked if they could feature him. We were very pleased to welcome
them to the Sanctuary where they were able to film Benjy and have a chat about how he is getting on.

Benjy the Bull

(and Bernie)

Featured on BBC’s ‘The One Show’

The Misery of Factory Farming...
Hillside’s Farm Animal Investigations continued to
highlight the dreadful way factory-farmed animals
are treated in the UK and how mass farming around
the globe is negatively affecting the health of humans
and the planet, we hope that, one day, scenes like
these become a thing of the past. Unfortunately they
are still legal and commonplace in the UK and we will
continue to investigate and make people aware of the
horrors that factory farmed animals endure...

Filmed by our
Farm Animal
Investigation
Unit

When we took over our Sanctuary at West Runton in 2008, we
turned the residential property into holiday homes to raise valuable
funds to help feed and care for our rescued animals.
If you would like to take a self-catering holiday on the North Norfolk
coast surrounded by our rescued animals our accommodation offers a very special holiday location
for our supporters. In addition to Shire Horse House and Shire Horse Lodge, we also offer holidays
in our comfortable Mobile Holiday Home.
If this appeals to you, please write or phone 01603 736200 for further details including dates
available and tariffs or visit www.hillside.org.uk

Hillside Old Gold Appeal
To raise funds we are always very grateful to
receive any items of scrap or broken gold or
silver jewellery such as the odd earring you may
have in the bottom of your drawer. We can
turn old, unwanted gold into funds to buy fresh
hay for our rescued animals. Even unwanted
costume jewellery helps to raise much-needed
cash for our animals.

Foreign Coins Welcome
If you have just come back from a foreign holiday with a
pocketful of loose change or notes you don’t know what to do
with, these too can help us to feed and care for our animals.
Old pound coins and fivers are also gratefully received.

Old Bedding for Rescued Dogs always Needed
We are always grateful to receive duvets and blankets suitable for dog
bedding, also old towels and sheets for use with all our animals.

Receipting Your Kind Donations
YES PLEASE or NO THANK YOU
If you have moved please be sure to
let us know your NEW address as well as your
OLD address.
Also, please let us know if any other Hillside
supporters at your address have also moved.
Thank you.

While some supporters like to receive a receipt to give them peace of
mind that their kind donations have arrived safely, others prefer us not to
acknowledge their contributions to save us postage. We are always very
happy to honour your requests, so please may we ask you to make your
wishes clear. If we are unsure, we will always send a receipt. Thank you.
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Please Help Us... Dona
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te £......................
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he
To Help Other Animals Like These

Name................................................................................
Address............................................................................
...........................................................................................
.......................................Postcode...................................
Hillside is a non-profit making organisation - Registered Co. No. 3027338

or debit my Visa/MasterCard/Maestro No.

It is only through your
kindness that we can
continue to rescue and
campaign for other
animals in need . . .
. . . any amount you can
spare will be very gratefully
received.
Please Consider Making a Regular Monthly
Donation on the form on page 42

Valid From ....../...... Expiry date......../........ Issue No______only applies to Maestro
Last 3 digits

Donation Helpline
7 days a week
(9am-9pm)

01603 736200
www.hillside.org.uk

Cheques &
Vouchers

We are pleased
to accept

Please send me a receipt
Yes Please
(Please tick

No Thank You
your required request)

My email address.....................................................................................
Please return to: Hillside Animal Sanctuary
Hall Lane Frettenham Norwich NR12 7LT

